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READY TO USE

Guarantee:
Warfarin 0.05%
Classification: Hydroxycoumarin
Formulation: Pellets
RAT-KILL pellets that require no extra preparation – just set
the pellets and let them do the work. Effectively kills rodents,
including resistant house mice.
Mode of action:
Anticoagulant (blood does not clot) Rat /mice go blind so they move in the open
where it is easy to dispose them.
SELECTION OF TREATMENT AREAS:
Determine areas where rats or mice will most likely find and consume the
RAT-KILL pellets. Generally, these areas are along walls, by gnawed openings, in
or beside burrows, in corners and concealed places, between floors and walls,
or in locations where rats and mice or their signs have been seen. Protect
RAT-KILL pellets from rain and snow. Remove as much alternative food as
possible.
Recommended Application Rates

PEST

APPLICATION

RATES

RAT

Placement in
infested areas.

3 -16 pellets
(intervals of 15-30ft)
fresh bait for at least 10 days

HOUSE MICE:

Placement in
infested areas.

1 pellet
(intervals of 8-12ft)
fresh bait for at least 15 days

Areas of use:
Under the couch and refrigerator, under the sink, inside closets, on high shelves,
granaries, warehouse premises, around animal housing, factories and domestic
areas.
CAUTION: Do not place near drinking water, foodstuffs or utensils. Do not
ingest. Keep in dry place in the original container. Keep out of reach of children.
Dispose of empty container by burning. Wash hands with soap and water after
handling.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:
This product is extremely toxic to fish, birds and other wildlife. Dogs and
predatory and scavenging mammals and birds might be poisoned if they feed
upon animals that have eaten this bait. Do not apply this product directly to
water or to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below
the mean high water mark. Runoff also may be hazardous to aquatic organisms
in water adjacent to treated areas. Do not contaminate water when disposing
of equipment wash water or rinsate
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